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On this year’s 5 November it wasn’t merely
fireworks that lit up the darkness. Or that
allowed the world, believing at last where
it had hardly dared to hope, to finally
breathe out.
I hadn’t thought I would be able to bring

myself to watch the results coming in. But
in the end we sat up together, transfixed,
as though by the image of a bomb being
agonisingly disarmed, until the clinching
Ohio result — 2.30 a.m., our time. A few
hours later we were awake again, laptop
on our bedspread and watching a replay
of the historic acceptance speech,
morning tea choppy in the cup from my
helpless sobs. Then straight out for a
double bunch of flowers and a bottle of
real, though moderately-priced,
Sainsburys’ Champagne (unexpectedly
and ironically pink when we shared it with
successive visitors).
People were quick with their continuing

fears: he was such a target, the
expectations were so high, there was so
little he could actually do, the world was
facing economic collapse anyway. None of
this dented my euphoria — still hasn’t —
because I worked out long ago that,
especially in politics, the journey is always
more important than the arrival. What
matters is where you are trying to go and
the direction you are travelling; getting
there was always an improbable bonus,
often an illusion.
And the direction of travel set forth with

such eloquence and with such passion in
that victory speech was the opposite of the
direction of travel of the devil we knew. Here
was a new statesman who seemed to
combine the strengths of many worlds and
who was manifestly as intelligent as he was
resilient. Above all, here was a man of
reason, promising a renewed
enlightenment for a world that could survive
hardly a second longer the perversity of its
latter-day slide into ignorance.
My wife and I have just visited the

National History Museum’sDarwin Big Idea
exhibition, on its opening morning, partly
because we are devising a celebration of
Darwin’s double anniversary (200 for the
man, 150 for the book, next year) for our
little drama group. No issue is more
symptomatic of the sloppy intellectual
agnosticism that increasingly pervades our
culture than the recent re-emergence of
specious arguments about the origin of

species that had for more than a century
been regarded as settled.
It is urgently necessary to reiterate, for

example, Thomas Huxley’s great riposte to
Samuel Wilberforce. In the sneering style
which had earned him the nickname
‘Slippery Sam’, the bishop climaxed his
long speech by ‘begging’ of his opponent
‘whether it was through his grandfather or
his grandmother that he claimed his
descent from a monkey’. Huxley may or
may not have turned to his neighbour and
whispered ‘The Lord has delivered him into
my hands’ (and the story has the ring of
truth to me), but all accounts agree the gist
of what he then quietly rose to say:

‘I am not ashamed to have a monkey
for my ancestor; but I would be
ashamed to be connected with a man
who used great gifts to obscure the
truth.’

At this time of desperate peril for the
world we are utterly dependent on science
and rationality for our survival into even the
short-term future. Yet increasing numbers
of people, including, almost unbelievably,
some of those entrusted with the teaching
of science to young people, are unable to
distinguish unsupported assertion and
belief from a scientific theory, such as the
theory of evolution, which is supported by,
and consistent with, immense bodies of
evidence and expertise.
In the preface to his 2006 book The

Audacity of Hope, Barack Obama states
bluntly that he believes in evolution,
scientific enquiry, and global warming.
Hallelujah! This may be some way from
calling Obama by Huxley’s famous
nickname, ‘Darwin’s bulldog’, but in a
country a majority of whose voters
question all three of these things he was
elected. Hallelujah! (Forgive me, but if I had
not been asked for this column at rather
short notice I would at this moment be
singing Messiah from Scratch in the Albert
Hall). Often a doom-sayer, I am now going
to rejoice in my new optimism. Where our
age looked set to be dubbed by any
surviving historians ‘The Endarkenment’,
we may now, at long, long last, be turning
back towards the light. Yes, yes, yes:
Hallelujah!
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Barack Obama will be the 44th President
of the United States of America. His
election campaign cost $650 million.
Remarkably 85% of this colossal sum
came in the form of small donations of
less than $200.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/amer
icas/us_elections_2008/7710079.stm
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